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Nuki Keypad
Access via entry code  - Simply for everyone

Open the door to a keyless life - with the Nuki Keypad. Create personal entry 
codes for family members, friends or guests to grant them easy access without 
a conventional key or smartphone.

The Nuki Keypad is the perfect 
accessory for a keyless life. The risk of 
hiding keys under the doormat is fi nally 
a thing of the past! Now you can grant 
friends and acquaintances access to 
your home by assigning them individual 
entry codes through the Nuki App or 
Nuki Web.

Highest compatibility and easy installation
The Nuki Keypad can be used with any Nuki Smart Lock. Installation is easy:  simply 
glue the Keypad to the door frame or screw it to the wall next to your front door. No 
wiring ist necessary, as the Nuki Keypad is battery powered. With the optional Nuki 
Bridge, entry codes can also be created remotely. Due to Bluetooth communication, 
the Nuki Keypad can also be used without Internet connection.

Security and convenience
Maximum security is ensured by 6-digit entry codes and encrypted communication. 
Every Keypad can store up to 100 di� erent entry codes. Every user has an individual 
entry code, so the activity log can be checked at any time to see who opened the 
door, and at what time.

Perfect for holiday rentals
With the Nuki Keypad, the property owner no longer has to hand over the keys, 
and guests are granted simple and secure keyless access - even if they don’t have a 
smartphone. The validity of the access codes can naturally be limited to the time that 
the guests are staying.

Product dimensions:
90 x 30 x 15 mm

Weight incl. button-type batteries:
30g

Power supply:
2 x CR2032 batteries (included)

Communication:
Bluetooth 5.0 

Bluetooth range:
 5 to 10 metres, depending on building 
structure

Security:
6-digit access code 
end-to-end encryption with challenge-
response authentication procedure 
(similar to online banking)

Protection class:
IP65 (dust proof and water resistant)

Compatible with:
iOS, Android, Nuki Web

Press contact:
Clarissa Morales
cm@nuki.io

Sales contact:
Christoph Lückl
chl@nuki.io

More information can be found at
www.nuki.io/keypad

Technical specifi cations

RRP Keypad:  €79 
EAN: 9120072080609


